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Typography
Alegreya is a serif type, designed by Juan Pablo del Peral originally for
literary texts, with a slight calligraphic style, and convenient for longer
reads. It’s easy on the eye, and neither too whimsical nor too formal, which
complements the tone throughout my website and brand.

Colors
The color used for headlines in the website and Biscuits & Brioche blog will be
dark blue (#214A7B) or white (#FFFFFF), while the main backgrounds, aside
from the static home page, will include white (#FFFFFF) and grey (#e6e6e6).
The following are complimentary colors and hues available to use on the
website. Neutrals that aren’t too high contrast and that convey a higher value,
i.e. less vibrant and brash, should be used. The meaning should evoke a cozy
feeling, that of deep cobalt blues and charcoal greys, camel and cream, colors
that exude warmth and relaxation in winter. Cream (#EECFAB) and light blue
#6E8997 will also work with other seasons as they’re fairly neutral, as will pink,
rose, and deeper reds. While there are contrasts in color, they are all in the
same hue family. This range of colors can also work with a variety of
backgrounds, including white, and can be used on any of the website pages,
including the home page, tabs, etc.
The Anne-Julia Price blog will use black (#000000) and dark grey (#86888A) for
copy and white (#FFFFFF) for the background.
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Graphics
A variety of graphics and images will be used throughout the website.
Logos should be centered. When using Wordpress Blocks, all images
and graphics should be placed neatly within columns or tables to
create unity. And images should be clickable, either increasing image
size or leading to an additional site or page. On Biscuits & Brioche
blog, all posts will include a feature image. However, on Anne-Julia
Price blog, posts will not include a feature image, focusing mainly on
text of post. Frames around photos will be used throughout the
website and Biscuits & Brioche blog, and as well around some of the
copy on the more artistic and experimental Anne-Julia Price blog.

Logo
To be used on white
background. Font is
Alegreya Sans Bold.

To be used on grey
(#e6e6e6) background
of website. Font is
Alegreya Sans Bold.

Social Media
Icons

Bitmojis

The Portfolio page in particular
uses a range of Bitmojis as
headers for each Portfolio
category/page modeled after
the website's author, AnneJulia Price.
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Tables + Lists
In order to keep topics in line, bulleted lists will be used for easy scrolling
under Lagniappe categories. These will be used for everything except
Interesting Videos. Each category page will include a Main Heading followed
by click-friendly hyperlinked topics opening in separate tabs. All lists will
be double spaced, and the font will follow previous typography guidelines.
As previously stated, all images and videos will be separated neatly within
columns or tables in order to create a uniform look throughout each page.
Columns, tables, and width will depend on image or video size.

